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Soviet West: Estonian estrada in the Soviet Union

This paper1 analyzes a litle studied aspect 
of Soviet Estonian culture. The s and 
s were a period of extreme popularity for 

Estonian light pop music estrada  all over the 
Soviet Union. “rtists like Jaak Joala, “nne Ves-
ki or Gunnar Graps as well as bands like Apel-

sin or Fix are today still well known to people 
over  inside the former Soviet republics. In 
my paper I discuss the reason and mechanism 
for their success. Within the strict Soviet cul-
tural framework existed a pop culture that 
manipulated categories and structures of the 
oicial workers  culture . First of all, Estonia 
was the Soviet west and Soviet culture man-
agers in Goskontsert and other state organiza-
tions promoted that image in order to create 
popular stadium artists. Estonian artists were 
encouraged not to sing in Russian and appear 
as if they were western pop stars. This way Es-
tonian music was manipulated as a substitute 
for western pop music in order to satisfy de-
mand for western music. Last but not least, the 
success of Estonian artists was a product of the 

1  I am grateful to all musicians for their interviews 
and ”oris ”elge and Sergei I. Zhuk for their invalu-
able comments and support. This research was 
supported by the European Union through the Eu-
ropean Regional Development Fund Centre of Ex-
cellence in Cultural Theory CECT  and by the insti-
tutional research funding IUT -  of the Estonian 
Ministry of Education and Research.

informal music industry in the Soviet Union. 
Every successful Estonian artist had one or 
multiple informal managers who used their 
contacts to get maximum airplay in key mu-
sical programs of Soviet central TV channels 
and as many big concerts as possible. The ar-
ticle shows that a proit-oriented music busi-
ness existed in the Soviet Union that operated 
within the framework of the socialist cultural 
institutions.

* * *
As soon as the taxi driver in the former cap-
ital of Kazakhstan, Almaty, heard where I 
came from he started to complain: “For a 
long time I have been looking for a song of 
Tõnis Mägi but they do not play it. Never.” 
And he hummed me a melody I was unable 
to recognize. This happened in March 2012 
and was not the irst time in a former Soviet 
republic where I encountered the fame and  
popularity of Estonian artists and their music 
during the Soviet era. “s a mater of fact I was 
not exactly surprised. Since the mid-1990s, 
when I began my research in Russian Sibe-
ria and the Far East, I constantly met people 
who associated my Estonian origin with the  
once famous singers such as Jaak Joala, Tõnis 
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Mägi or Anne Veski. 
The short period between the mid-seventies 
and the end of perestroika in the late 1980s 
which some of my informants call “the inva-
sion of Estonian music”2 is generally neglected 
in academic and popular writing, both in Esto-
nia and abroad. In the few works that discuss 
Soviet popular and underground music, the 
topic is mainly associated with Russian music, 
and precisely with the music from the central 
cities of Moscow and Leningrad.3 The western 
academic interest in Soviet era music culture, 
especially the late Soviet period, seems to fo-
cus on rock as an ambivalent semi-illegal mu-
sic culture that embodies resistance to the so-
cialist mass culture.4 This is the only context 
where Estonia is mentioned in English lan-
guage articles  as a seting for the discussion 

2  It is diicult to prove, but some of my infor-
mants believe that the term “Estonian invasion” 
was coined by the singer Ivo Linna in one of his 
interviews. However, the term is currently widely 
used especially with regard to Estonian Soviet era 
musicians and culture managers. [Interviews with 
Alar Madisson, 6 April 2011 and Väino Land, 4 De-
cember 2012.]
3  David MacFadyen, Red Stars: Personality and Soviet 
Popular Song, 1955–1991, Montreal: McGill-Queens 
University Press,  David MacFadyen, Estrada?! 
Grand Narratives and the Philosophy of the Russian 
Popular Songs since Perestroika, Montreal & Kings-
ton, London, Ithaka: McGill-Queen’s University 
Press,  Robert “ Rothstein, The Quiet Reha-
bilitation of the Brick Factory: Early Soviet Popular 
Music and Its Critics”, Slavic Review 39 (3), 1980, 
pp. -  Michael Urban, Russia Gets the Blues: 
Music, CuЧture, and Community in UnsetЧed Times, 
Ithaca and London  Cornell University Press,  
one of the rare exceptions is the analysis of Soviet 
Ukrainian rock in Sergei I. Zhuk, Rock and Roll in 
the Rocket City: The West, Identity, and Ideology in So-
viet Dniepropetrovsk, 1960-1985, Baltimore, MD and 
Washington, DC: Johns Hopkins University Press 
& Washington and Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 
2010.
4  Thomas Cushman, Notes from Underground: Rock 
Music Counterculture in Russia, Albany: State Uni-
versity of New York,  Julia P. Friedman and 
Adam Weiner, “Between A Rock and Hard Place: 
Holy Rus’ and its Alternatives in Russian Rock 
Music”, Consuming Russia: Popular Culture, Sex, and 
Society since Gorbatchev, ed. Adele Marie Barker, 
Durham, London: Duke University Press, 1999, pp. 
110-137.

of the relatively liberal cultural shift where the 
irst rock and jazz festivals were organized.5 
This image of Soviet Estonia is also support-
ed by numerous non-academic pieces. Rus-
sian rock journalist (and probably the only 
rock journalist of the Soviet Union) Artemii 
Troitskii characterizes Estonia as a rock par-
adise of the Soviet Union, where rock was 
played on the radio and gained full support 
from the local institutions of culture.6 Howev-
er, other genres of popular music receive litle 
or no atention in his book. In Estonia, the pe-
riod of the “Estonian invasion” is also largely 
ignored, although for other reasons. Estonian 
artists, who in the 1980s performed in Russia, 
were often criticized in Estonia during the So-
viet era, especially for singing in Russian. In 
many respects, these musicians were regard-
ed as a form of “collaboration” with the Sovi-
et authority. This explains why this aspect of 
culture in Soviet Estonia is rarely mentioned 
in the wave of autobiographies, biographies 
and nostalgic publications. The “Russian pe-
riod” in Estonian language publications is ex-
tensively discussed only in two works.7 This 
article is a relection on the research of work-
in-process and draws on some very limited 
writen resources but also on interviews con-
ducted with former members of the Estonian 
bands Fix and Apelsin, and people related to 
the former Estonian Philarmony. Methodolog-
ically it combines anthropology and history to 
scrutinize the mechanisms of Soviet culture 
industry using Estonian artists as an example. 

5  Urban, Russia Gets the Blues  “lexei Yurchak, Ev-
erything Was Forever, Until It Was No More: The Last 
Soviet Generation, Princeton and Oxford: Princeton 
University Press, 2006.
6  Artemii Troitskii, Back in the USSR, Sankt-Peter-
burg: Amfora, 2007, p. 117.
7  Harri Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon, Tallinn: Varrak, 

 Vello Salumets, Rockrapsoodia, Tallinn: Eesti 
Ents(klopeediakirjastus, .
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Soviet culture industry

The term “culture industry” was developed 
by Adorno and Horkheimer in response to the 
notion that the music business is just a mech-
anism to make proit by establishing a coher-
ent “mass culture” to “manufacture” quite 
tasteless music that people passively accept.8 
It is possible that the skeptical sentiments 
of Adorno were shaped by his disillusion-
ment with the development of “low art” in  
general and a dislike of jazz in particular.9 
A strong antipathy to jazz and a critical view 
of the capitalist production of music was 
something that most Soviet ideologists and 
politicians of culture had in common with 
“dorno. The oicial understanding of Sovi-
et culture was that it was not proit-oriented 
but had ideological goals to educate and en-
tertain socialist people, a position that denied 
the existence of any kind of culture industry. 
However, by taking a closer look it seems that 
even in the framework of the ideological regu-
lations and planned economy the existence of 
a culture industry cannot be dismissed.
The development of the Soviet Estonian en-
tertainment music industry must be seen in 
the context of musical life in the whole of the 
Soviet Union. Soviet authorities were keen to 
provide “socialist fun”, but the details and 
meaning of how the “fun” should be constitut-

8  Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, “The 
Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Decep-
tion”, Media and Cultural Studies: Keyworks, eds. M. 
G. Durham and D. M. Kellner, Malden, Oxford: 
Blackwell, 2001, pp. 71-101.
9  Cited from Jay M. Bernstein, “Introduction”, The-
odor W. Adorno: The Culture Industry. Selected Essays 
on Mass Culture, ed. J. M. Bernstein, London and 
New York  Routledge, , pp. -  John Hutnyk, 
“At Womad: South Asian crossovers and the limits 
of hybridity talk”, Postcolonial Studies 1 (3), 1998, 
pp. -  John Hutnyk, Critique Of Exotica: Mu-
sic, Politics, and the Culture Industry, London: Pluto 
Press, 2000.

ed were unclear and ambiguous.10 First of all, 
it must be noted that in the Soviet Union there 
was no perceived diference between high 
brow” and “low brow” music as was the 
case in the west. Moreover, it seems that the 
boundaries between musical genres have nev-
er been as clearly formulated as in the western 
market-oriented music business.11 Opera and 
other genres of orchestrated classical music in 
the Soviet Union were accessible to the prole-
tarian masses.12 Composers like Shostakovich 
and Prokoiev were well known and listened 
to. Their music was not only taught in schools 
but even used in children’s cartoons. Further-
more, the border between “serious” folk and 
“light” entertainment music (which was later 
called estrada) remained blurry: orchestrated 
folk songs were in the repertoire of pop mu-
sic performers, who often switched groups 
and styles between the “serious” and “light” 
genres. Simultaneously, in Soviet music it was 
not unusual for folk groups to adopt the estra-

da style to achieve more success and respec-
tively re-arrange their songs to it that genre.13 
Unlike the western music business, there was 
also a lack of competition for recorded music. 
In the Soviet Union there was only one record 
company – Melodiia –, probably the biggest 
record company in world history. It released a 
chaotic multitude of diferent styles of music, 

10  Gleb Tsipursky, Socialist Fun: Youth, Consump-
tion, and State-Sponsored Popular Culture in the Soviet 
Union, 1945–1970, Pitsburgh  University of Pits-
burgh Press, 2016.
11  Keith Negus, Music Genres and Corporate Identi-
ties, London and New York: Routledge, 1999.
12  Rothstein, „The Quiet Rehabilitation  Nelli 
Grigor’evna Shakhnazarova, Paradoksy sovetskoi 
muzyЦaЧ′noi ЦuЧ′tury  -e gody [Paradoxes of Sovi-
et Musical Culture: The 1930s], Moscow: Izdateloi 
muzykal’ev, 2001.
13  Laura J. Olson, Performing Russia: Folk Revival and 
Russian Identity, London and New York: Routledge, 

 Susannah Lockwood Smith, From Peasants 
to Professionals: The Socialist-Realist Transforma-
tion of a Russian Folk Choir”, Kritika: Explorations in 
Russian and Eurasian History 3 (3), 2002, pp. 393-425.
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but its policy (and output) remain a mystery 
even today. The reason for the distinctive na-
ture of Soviet music was its political and edu-
cational mission – controlled by several state 
institutions – to propagate socialist values. It 
must be noted that the debate about what pre-
cisely is proper “music for the masses” began 
with the early years of the Soviet Union and 
continued until its collapse.14 
The existence of the top-down control of state 
institutions did not mean that Soviet music 
was completely manipulated and controlled 
by the state. Tomof argues in his review on 
Shakhnazarova that classical music existed 
despite state control and was complete with 
artistic ambitions for high levels of musical 
expression and an ambivalent response to the 
pressure to create music according to the can-
ons of Socialist Realism.15 There were similar 
tendencies in the whole of the Soviet cultur-
al sphere. This does not mean that individu-
al and state interests were in conlict. “lexei 
Yurchak calls it a “deeper paradox of the so-
cialist system  that at irst inspection contra-
dictory elements, positions and cultural man-
ifestations existed together.16 This argument 
in his book – and the paradox in general – is 
mostly neglected in academic writing, where-
by several scholars support the view that Sovi-
et citizens lived a double life where the public 
and private spheres were strictly separated.17 

14  MacFayden, Red Stars; Rothstein, The Quiet Re-
habilitation.
15  Kiril Tomof, Paradoksy sovetskoi muzykal noi 
kultury  -e gody, and  Sergei Rachmaninof  “ 
Lifetime in Music (review)”, Kritika: Explorations in 
Russian and Eurasian History 4 (2), pp. 466-480.
16  Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, p. 168.
17  Tamara Dragadze, “The Domestication of Reli-
gion Under Soviet Communism”, Socialism: Ideals, 
Ideologies, and Local Practice, ed. Chris M. Hann, 
London and New York: Routledge, 1993, pp. 141-

 Caroline Humphrey, Karl Marx Collective: Econ-
omy, Society and Religion in a Siberian Collective Farm, 
Cambridge  Cambridge University Press,  
Katherine Verdery, What was socialism, and what 
comes next?, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton Uni-

However, the black and white portrayal of So-
viet life does not help us to understand such a 
complex society and is especially problemat-
ic when it comes to the analysis of everyday 
socialist culture. The Soviet Union and the 
whole socialist block did not exist in a vacu-
um, as contacts with the western world ex-
isted on a formal and informal level. Music, 
fashion and other spheres of “capitalist” mass 
culture were followed, copied and consumed 
by Soviet people, ironically and not always 
illegally.18 Despite the intention of design-
ing a new socialist cultural space, authorities 
and industry were too slow and inefective 
to create the socialist substitute for the more 
atractive western consumer culture. There-
fore, products of the west were known and 
valued.19 In very limited amounts, western 
music or consumer goods were legally avail-
able, or re-produced by Soviet artists, fashion 
designers or enterprises. Yurchak’s reading of 
Soviet internationalism demonstrates its am-
bivalence between the concepts of “bad” and 
“good” culture: “Ultimately, this means that one 

did not have to think of ‘socialist’ and ‘bourgeois’ 

cultural forms as inherently incompatible because 

their meaning could shift depending on how and 

where these forms were used.”20 As an example, 
Yurchak uses jazz music which was both con-
sidered as the protest music of African Ameri-
cans and as a “bourgeois” decadent music.21 A 
similar ambivalence existed across all spheres 
of life, especially culture. Moreover, the am-
bivalent position of western culture increased 

versity Press, 1996.
18  S. Frederick Starr, Red and Hot: The Fate of Jazz in 
the Soviet Union, 1917-1980, New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1983.
19  Davis Caute, The Dancer Defects: The Struggle for 
Cultural Supremacy During the Cold War, New York: 
Oxford University Press,  Vera S. Dunham, 
In Stalin’s Time: Middleclass Values in Soviet Fiction, 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1976.
20  Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, p. 165.
21  Ibid., pp. 166-7.
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during the short period of relaxation or 
détente which is politically regarded as rath-
er unsuccessful.22 However, détente legalized 
western music, ilms and other art forms in the 
Soviet environment. From my childhood I re-
call reading newspaper articles harshly critical 
of the “bourgeois” governments of France and 
Italy. At the same time I grew up with French 
and Italian comedies, openly shown in Esto-
nian cinemas. Détente made it also possible 
for western music to receive some airplay on 
Soviet radio and to be released on the Melodiia 
record label.23 
The “deeper paradox of the socialist system” 
applies – among other things – to Soviet (light) 
music culture. It is diicult to say when the 
concept of estrada was born and this question 
is also beyond the scope of this article. Nev-
ertheless, the concept has multiple meanings 
and contents as shown by the scholar of Rus-
sian popular music David MacFadyen who 
discusses the Russian term estrada investigat-
ing the word’s French roots. MacFadyen ar-
gues that in the French tradition estrada means 
small stage , and deines it as a wide rang-

ing term that includes pop music as well as 
modern dance, comedy, circus arts, and any 
other performance not on the ‘big,’ classical 
stage”.24 Indeed, estrada artists could have 
been stand up or circus artists and were often 
oicially named so. However, in the popular 
understanding of Soviet people, the term es-

trada was interchangeably associated with the 
term “popular music” or “pop music” and the 
term svezdy estrady (estrada stars) was general-
ly (but not exclusively) used to indicate suc-

22  Robert G. Kaiser, “U.S.-Soviet Relations: Good-
bye to Détente”, Foreign “fairs 59, 1980, pp. 500-521.
23  Zhuk, Rock and Roll in the Rocket City, pp. 125-
126, 166. It must be noted that no one I have spoken 
to in Estonia had heard about the Détente but the 
word used in Estonian was “pingelõdvendus”.
24  MacFadyen, Estrada?!, p. 3.

cessful and well-known singers. Estrada music 
was not always dance music but could also be 
for seated concert halls and take the form of a 
romantic song or ballad. Estrada as the broad 
Soviet pop music genre was sometimes very 
ironic, while some artists were deadly seri-
ous, some songs were extremely Schlager-like 
whereas others included elements of rock mu-
sic.25 The musical output is probably not as 
deining for the genre as the form  typical for 
estrada music was (and still is) that the sing-
ers were – as a rule – accompanied by huge 
orchestras dominated by wind instruments.  
While the nature of estrada is luid, there is 
also another phenomenon surrounding Soviet 
pop music – the vocal-instrumental ensemble 
(vokal’no-instrumental’nyi ansambl’) or VIA. It 
is generally agreed that the term was used for 
state approved rock collectives because the 
word “rock” was essentially forbidden in the 
Soviet Union. Due to the Soviet institutional 
seting, all music collectives had to be regis-
tered (more about this below) and because it 
was impossible to register as a “rock ensem-
ble” yet impossible to ignore the popularity 
of rock music, the concept of the VIA was in-
vented in 1966.26 However, there is evidence 
that the term VI“ was used for the irst time 
on a concert poster in 1964 by the seven-piece 
band Avangard from Donetsk, Ukraine, who 
would perform their own interpretations of 
western artists like Elvis Presley, The Beat-
les, Rolling Stones, Hollies or The Shadows.27 

25  Ingo Grabowsky, “Motor der Verwestlichung: 
Das sowjetische Estrada-Lied 1950-1975”, Osteuro-
pa 62, 2012, pp. 21-35.
26  David-Emil Wickström and Yngvar B. Steinholt, 
“Visions of the (Holy) Motherland in Contempo-
rary Russian Popular Music: Nostalgia, Patriotism, 
Religion and Russkii Rok”, Popular Music and Soci-
ety  , , pp. - , here p.  Troitskii, 
Back in the USSR.
27  Evgenii Iasenov, Zdes’ nachinalis’ VIA 2012, 
http //www.donjetsk.com/retro/ -zdes-nachi-
nalis-via.html, accessed 30 December 2012.
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The scholars (and supporters) of Russian and 
Soviet rock tend to juxtapose the VIAs as “of-
icial  watered down rock as opposed to the 

real  or unoicial rock bands.28 (However, 
the opinion of VIA musicians is usually not 
asked for. Väino Land, the leader and initiator 
of the Estonian VIA Fix explained to me that 
VIAs were neither rock nor estrada but should 
be seen in the tradition of western bands like 
The Bee Gees or The Eagles. Their music was 
distinguishable by a high level of musician-
ship and complicated song structure.29 Line 
ups of the VIAs were usually large, containing 
six to twelve musicians. It was not unusual for 
a VIA to have three singers, string and wind 
instruments, keyboards, and to be accom-
panied by electric guitars. The music of one 
VI“ band could contain a mixture of diferent 
genres from folk, reggae, pop, rock or estrada. 
Their appearance was also not uniied. For in-
stance, the Belorussian group Pesniary not only 

performed psychedelic versions of folk tunes 
but also wore folk costumes on the stage. The 

Estonian band Fix had in its heyday various 
costumes for the band members encapsulating 
the image of a rocker, worker, estrada artist and 
so forth. Considering the nature of VIA-music, 
the assumption that VIA was a young musi-
cians  atempt to play rock music within an 
ideologically determined oicial framework 
sounds more correct than the previously men-
tioned negative interpretation.30

In order to be oicially recognized or to have 
the status as a “professional” performer, all 
artists and bands had to be registered and 
were subject to various regulations. Estrada 

performers and VIAs had to belong to a cer-
tain enterprise (as club artists) or to a state 

28  Cushman, Notes from Underground; Steinholt 
and Wickström, Introduction  Troitskii, Back in the 
USSR.
29  Interview with Väino Land, 4 december 2012.
30  Grabowsky, “Motor der Verwestlichung”, p. 31.

concert agency (philharmony). Every Soviet 
republic and most big cities had their own 
philharmonic orchestra (Roskontsert, Estonian 
Philharmony, Moscow Philharmony, etc.) 
which was subordinated to the state concert 
agencies of Goskontsert and Sovkontsert. In or-
der to perform, every professional artist had 
to undergo tariication  tariitseerimine in 
Estonian), a demonstration concert in front 
of a commitee that determined the artistic  
level of the performer. According to that lev-
el, performers were given a “category”. The 
musical “category” was important because 
it determined the activity and income of the 
performer. Artists with lower categories were 
allowed to perform only in factory clubs or 
houses of culture, whereas a higher category 
meant permission to perform all over the Sovi-
et Union and abroad. The higher the category, 
the higher was the salary tarif or punktitasu 

per performance. The tarif was paid indepen-
dent of the size of crowd and length of perfor-
mance. The tariication  was essential for de-
termining a musician’s position in the artists’ 
and bands’ community, because the category 
afected directly their travel possibilities and 
size of audience. Not only were lower catego-
ry artists unable to perform oicially outside 
their home republic, but because categories 
were given according to “artistic maturity” it 
also symbolized the quality of the band. 
VIAs and estrada artists not only had to prove 
their level of mastery but also register their 
repertoire. The bulk of a set list of a Sovi-
et performer had to contain works of Soviet 
composers (especially members of the Union 
of Composers) and only a small percentage 
was left for works of composers from other so-
cialist countries and an even smaller share al-
lowed for music of western origin.31 This reg-

31  Cited from Rothstein, “The Quiet Rehabilita-
tion”.
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ulation is often interpreted as a strategy for the 
ideological control over music to guarantee a 
correct ideological bias for the entertainment 
of the masses. “las, these regulations had a i-
nancial basis as well. “In the Soviet Union a 
well functioning copyright system existed,” 
explained Alar Madisson, long time vocalist 
and manager of Fix.32 “At every concert we 
had to ill in repertoire lists and the authors 
of these songs received money. When your 
songs were popular then all the bands played 
them and altogether the sum of money could 
be very substantial. Can you imagine how 
many thousands of roubles Raimonds Pauls 
earned with his ‘Alye rozy’ (Purple roses)? Ev-
ery restaurant band played it.” The role of the 
Union of Composers as the monopolist Soviet 
music publisher remains unstudied. However, 
in cooperation with other state institutions like 
Muzfond33 and Kompozitor publishing house the 
Union of Composers collected and distributed 
royalty money and was therefore interested in 
ensuring that the songs of its members were 
performed as a irst priority. This also explains 
why throughout the Soviet period the Union 
of Composers lobbied for the compulsory use 
of its members music.34 
A clear picture of the Soviet culture industry 

32  Interview with Alar Madisson, 6 April 2011.
33  Muzfond was a Soviet state cultural institu-
tion whose task was to provide inances to Soviet 
composers. These inances were grants, loans, and 
stipends. The institution also managed houses, 
nurseries and vacation resorts to be used by mem-
bers of the Composers’ Union. All members of the 
Composers’ Union were automatically members 
of Muzfond, but Muzfond was allowed to admit 
members who had no Union membership. Muz-
fond received 5 percent of publication royalties and 
 percent from theatre box oices. It was also i-

nanced through membership fees see Tomof , 
pp. 49-50).
34  Cited from Rothstein, “The Quiet Rehabilita-
tion”. Because the royalty money was paid on the 
grounds of a repertoire list, it was not uncommon 
that artists performed other songs but delivered 
lists with the “right” selection to avoid trouble with 
the oicials, see Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon.

remains elusive if the economic interests of 
concert agencies and the state record company 
Melodiia are not included. Melodiia s proits 
remain a mystery akin to its erratic catalogue. 
The role and activity of the philharmonies or 
state music agencies must also be incorporat-
ed into the picture. The role of concert agen-
cies will be discussed later but they were sub-
ordinated to the planned economy similar to 
all Soviet enterprises and fulilling of the plan 
was – as a rule – accompanied with a high bo-
nus payment to its workers. Moreover, there is 
evidence from my interviews and in published 
sources that the philharmonies or music agen-
cies were engaged in organizing “black” con-
certs or events where the proit was directly 
distributed by the organizers and performers. 
Taking a closer look at the activities of institu-
tions whose oicial goal was to organize and 
oversee the correct ideological entertainment 
of Soviet people, the economic motivation of 
all these institutions cannot be ignored. 

Estonian invasion and music business

Estonia has a strong entertainment music tra-
dition oriented to western musical styles. In 
the 1930s, Estonia danced the foxtrot and tan-
go, popular dances everywhere in Europe.35 
This western orientation continued after the 
incorporation into the Soviet Union: in the 
1960s Estonia was swamped by the beat music 
and rock performed by “guitar ensembles”.36 
Estonian young people along with musicians 
tried to be up to date with contemporary de-
velopments in pop and rock throughout the 
Soviet era. In several memoires, people spoke 
of how new records appeared in Estonia with-
in a few months or even weeks after they 

35  Heino Pedusaar, Tardunud helide maailm, Tallinn: 
Koolibri, 2007.
36  Salumets, Rockrapsoodia.
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were released in the west and circulated via 
cassetes within the music loving community. 
Many people had relatives in the west who 
sometimes provided their Soviet kin with new 
music on cassete or vinyl LPs. The citizens of 
Tallinn were able to watch and listen to Finn-
ish TV and radio, and new music was record-
ed from these sources and re-recorded later by 
other people. It was not unusual for Estonian 
artists to re-record contemporary hits with Es-
tonian texts and this way new hits were spread 
among listeners.37 In the 1970s, Estonia had a 
healthy estrada and VIA scene, this music was 
played on TV and radio. Trend consciousness 
in music was accompanied with the western 
heritage that was relected in fashion, cuisine 
or architecture. For many people in the Soviet 
Union, Estonia and the Baltic States general-
ly embodied western culture. These republics 
were the “Soviet West”. When Yurchak writes 
about the “imaginary West” in Soviet culture 
as a non-reachable illusionary space, the Bal-
tic republics were the physical embodiment of 
those imaginings.38 This imagery was support-
ed by the Estonian self-isolation and distance 
from Soviet cultural life: Soviet music, theater 
or literature was not particularly popular in 
Estonia during the Soviet era and people pre-
ferred to read books or newspapers in their 
mother tongue. The only notable exception 
were Soviet ilms, which were consumed via 
state TV.
The irst Soviet Estonian artist to achieve huge 

37  For instance, Eurovsion winners were often 
re-recorded already on the night the song won the 
contest and played on the radio already the next 
day. The covering of western pop hits was inter-
preted by Estonian artist as a mission to introduce 
fresh music to the Estonian audience and regarded 
as resistance to Soviet cultural policy. See Margo 
Vaino and Jaak Urmet, Tühjad pihud: Gunnar Grap-
si elu ja muusika, Tallinn  Kirjastus Pegasus,  
T. Vahter, KaruЦs istus vangitornis…   - aasta, 
mis raputas Eestist, Tallinn: OÜ Hea Lugu ja Tarmo 
Vahter, 2015.
38  Yurchak, Everything Was Forever.

popularity in the Soviet Union was Georg Ots, 
an opera and estrada singer. Georg Ots’ suc-
cess in the 1950s and 1960s demonstrated to 
the Russian concert agencies that an accent 
and western style can be an exotic bonus that 
draws an audience all over the Soviet Union.39 
Later in 1974, in Tallinn, the band Apelsin 
was established. Apelsin played a mixture of 
country, rock’n’roll and estrada but neverthe-
less embodied for Russian music fans western 
rock music.40 As the long-time road manag-
er of the band, Aare Nahk, told me “Apelsin 
has always toured in Russia” and probably 
they were the irst Estonian band to enter So-
viet concert halls. In the early 1980s, another 
band, Fix, started to tour Russia, having their 
irst concert in Leningrad performing together 
with Valerii Leont’ev and other estrada stars. 
The self-isolation of the Estonian music scene 
is well relected by the recollections of Fix’s 
manager Alar Madisson: “We had no idea 
about Russian music whatsoever. We did not 
know Leont’ev at all. After the concert we un-
derstood that he was a irst class star in Rus-
sia.”41 
The phenomenon of the Estonian invasion can 
be seen in the context of changes in Soviet cul-
tural policies in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
As Christine Evans demonstrates in her article 
about Soviet mass culture, in that period, oi-
cials began to look for new concepts of enter-
tainment.42 New shows appeared on TV that 
included music and comedy. After Khrush-
chev’s “Thaw”, after the détente and the stabi-

39  Interestingly, Georg Ots was also immensely 
popular in Finland, being probably the only Soviet 
estrada artist who was regularly able to perform in 
a capitalist country. See Kulle Raig, Saaremaa valss: 
Georg Otsa elu, Tallinn: Varrak, 2002.
40  Troitskii, Back in the USSR, p. 117.
41  Interview in Alar Madisson, 6 April 2011.
42  Christine Evans, “Song of the Year and Soviet 
Mass Culture in the 1970s”, Kritika: Explorations in 
Russian and Eurasian History, 12 (3), 2011, pp. 617-
645.
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lization of society and increase in prosperity, 
Soviet people looked for a new kind of enter-
tainment. Western music appeared on Soviet 
TV and radio programs and people apparently 
wanted more.43

“s apparent from interviews and writen 
sources, TV shows like Song of the Year or LitЧe 
Blue Flame (Goluboi Ogonek) opened the door 
for the success of Estonian music, and for new 
genres of music in general. Especially a per-
formance in Goluboi Ogonek guaranteed suc-
cess and concert bookings all over the Soviet 
Union.44 These shows were aired on Central 
Television and watched throughout the whole 
country. Song of the Year and similar shows cre-
ated a framework that could rapidly be illed 
with new content once censorship weakened 
in the second half of the 1980s, and which 
could (and did) transition quite seamlessly to 
post-Soviet Russian television.45 This obser-
vation can be generally applied to the whole 
Soviet entertainment sector. The existence 
of western mass culture could not be denied 
anymore and oicials atempted to ofer a 
Soviet equivalent to western music, fashion 
or TV-entertainment, all of which helped to 
enable the later success of “domestic” west-
ern music. Anne Veski believes that she was 
discovered when Central TV showed a ilm 
in which she performed. She argues that Es-
tonian music was “exotic” for Soviet people, 
and it was more oriented to western pop and 
rock than towards ordinary Soviet estrada or 
VIA music.46 Musicians from Fix told me that 
they were even told not to sing in Russian 
but in Estonian or English. “If we wanted to 
have Russian music we would have booked a 
Russian artist”, one manager told them. “We 

43  Zhuk, Rock and Roll in the Rocket City.
44  Evans, Song of the Year , p.  Rinne, Laulev 
revolutsioon, p. 165.
45  Evans, “Song of the Year”, p. 620.
46  Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon, p. 149.

were diferent , “lar Madisson told me, We 
dressed diferently than Russian bands and 
we had a real western-style stage show. One 
of our best tricks was when the guitarist ran to 
the edge of the stage and then slid on his knees 
beneath the piano while playing a solo. That 
drove people mad”.47 When looking at videos 
on Youtube it appears that Estonian bands 
were visually remarkably diferent from the 
typical Soviet estrada artists. They tended to 
move around more on stage, wore western 
style stage costumes and in the case of Apel-

sin or Fix featured humor and irony into their 
shows. 
In the early 1980s several Estonian artists 
toured (gastrolirovali in Russian) continuously 
in Russia. They performed either solo concerts 
or in huge gala concerts with other artists. “A 
gala concert was an easy job,” comments Rein 
Lang, a former functionary of the Young Com-
munist League Komsomol, “You performed two 
songs but got paid for a full length concert”.48 
Speciic to Soviet show business was that art-
ists often had to perform several concerts a 
day over a period of three or four days. “When 
modern rock bands boast that they perform 
over forty concerts a year then I just laugh. We 
performed seventy concerts in a month,” told 
Arne Nahk from Apelsin.49 Tõnu AКrО, tСО sТnРОr 
of Apelsin opines that the record of the band 
was seventy-two concerts in eighteen days in 
Ukraine.50 Alar Madisson told me that the Es-
tonian record is held by Jaak Joala who in the 
mid-1980s performed twelve gala concerts in 
one day in Moscow, switching between two 
stadiums with a bus.51 Not only was the work-
load of Estonian performers big, the distances 
they had to cross were huge as well. During 

47  Interview with Alar Madisson, 6 April 2011.
48  Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon, p. 156.
49  Interview with Are Nahk, 6 July 2010.
50  Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon, p. 163.
51  Interview with Alar Madisson, 6 April 2011.
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one season that lasted several months a band 
could have performed in the Far East, Central 
Asia, Ukraine and the Caucasus, constantly 
travelling by planes and trains.
”y the mid- s an un-oicial hierarchy 
among members of the Estonian invasion 
had formed.52 All my informants agree that 
the most popular Estonian artist in the Soviet 
Union was Jaak Joala. “Jaak Joala was num-
ber one. Then there was a huge gap and then 
came Anne Veski and Tõnis Mägi. And then 
the rest,” explained members of Apelsin. “Jaak 
Joala was worshipped like a god in Russia. He 
did not even walk three steps, he had always a 
white Volga53 to transport him,” remembered 
Arne Nahk.54 “Jaak Joala is damned talent-
ed. Of course he was successful,” said Väino 
Land.55 There is also an assumption that Soviet 
concert agencies were looking for non-Russian 
performers to have variety in their program 
and consciously promoted Jaak Joala. 
The role of Roskontsert and its boss Felix Kaz 
in the success of Estonian artists in the Soviet 
Union is undisputable.56 However, not only 
Roskontsert had a commercial interest in the 
relationship. All Estonian artists and bands 
successful in the Soviet Union had devel-
oped strategies and made business partners 
in show business. “Every band had its own 
contact person in Roskontsert, Goskontsert and 
Sovkontsert. Details were kept secret and not 

52  The list of the bands associated with the Esto-
nian invasion is relatively short, including artists 
like Anne Veski, Jaak Joala, Tõnis Mägi and the 
Magnetic Band, Vitamiin, Laine, Fix, Radar, Ma-
havok, Kuldne Trio, Nemo. Most bands operated 
under the Estonian Philharmony.
53  Soviet elite car.
54  Interview with Arne Nahk, 6 July 2010.
55  Interview with Väino Land, 4 December 2012.
56  The controversial nature of Mr. Kaz needs ad-
ditional research. When Estonian artists praise him 
as a great friend of the Estonian estrada (see Rinne, 
Laulev revolutsioon, p. 163) then Oleg Sapoznin told 
me that Mr. Kaz was just exploiting artists and the 
Estonian Philharmony refused to work with him 
(Interview with Oleg Sapoznin, 11 March 2013). 

shared”, VтТno LКnd told mО.57 These contacts 
were instrumental for both promotion and 
bookings. Simultaneously, the Estonian Phil-
harmony and its director Oleg Sapoznin or-
ganized concerts and tours using their own 
contacts with other Soviet concert agencies. 
But the initiative of bands was tolerated. “We 
allowed them to do what they wanted,” com-
mented Oleg Sapoznin.58

Such liberty and diferent business partners 
combined with stylistic diferences were the 
reason why Estonian bands built their fan 
bases in the big cities like Moscow or Lenin-
grad. While Magnetic Band or Fix were clearly 
rock oriented then Radar, for example, with 
its experimental sound were able to draw an 
audience looking for something diferent. 
Jaak Joala’s romantic image was contrasted 
with the Kuldne Trio semi-vulgar stage show, 
Anne Veski as the more or less classic diva was 
popular with older audiences, whereas Kare 
Kauk’s youthful disco appearance made her 
popular among young Russian and Ukrainian 
girls. Oleg Sapoznin argued that the varia-
tions in audience preferences were taken into 
account when tours featuring several diferent 
styles of bands were organized.59

Management skills and informal networks 
were of great importance for the success of 
Estonian artists but probably even more im-
portant was the music and performance. “You 
cannot fool a Russian audience,” told a band 
member of Fix. “They recognize immediate-
ly when you perform in a half-hearted way. 
Either you are % commited or people just 
leave. We always left the stage covered with 
sweat.” The selection of songs and orchestra-
tion of the stage choreography were careful-

57  Interview with Väino Land, 4 December 2012.
58  Interview with Oleg Sapoznin, 11 March 2013.
59  Interview with Oleg Sapoznin, 11 March 2013.
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ly discussed and planned.60 “When we had 
a short slot in a gala concert we usually per-
formed four or ive songs. Fix always started 
with a melodious tune, the next one was faster 
and the culmination of the performance was a 
rock song. The last song was slower, usually 
reggae, we cooled people down and prepared 
them for the next artist.”
Adopting a western style, using personal 
contacts and strong commitment may show 
how Estonian artists reached their populari-
ty. However, it does not tell us why they were 
interested in having an artistic career outside 
of their home republic. This aspect will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

We have played in every collective farm al-

ready…

“You know why we went to perform in Rus-
sia?” asked Alar Madisson. And raising three 
ingers, he explained ”ecause of travelling, 
money and fame. We had achieved everything 
possible in Estonia, played in every club and 
village several times already. Russia was a 
new territory for us, the possibility to travel 
and see new places”, he added.61 During the 
short period of the Estonian invasion, Esto-
nian artists literally performed in every corner 
of the former Soviet Union, even in places dif-
icult or impossible to reach. “s entertainers, 
they performed often in so-called closed cities, 
industrial centers where one needed special 
permission to enter. Members of Apelsin told 
me how they toured the Russian Far East start-
ing their tour in Anadyr, the administrative 
center of Chukotka. Apelsin performed in cit-
ies in the border area, also often closed in the 
Soviet era.62 Several of these regions had very 

60  Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon, p. 158.
61  Interview with Alar Madisson, 6 April 2011.
62  Collective interview, 6 October 2011.

litle or no tourist infrastructure and in many 
cases still lack it. Apart from the permissions, 
for an average Soviet citizen it was complicat-
ed to buy plane tickets to these destinations 
because local enterprises usually booked the 
lights for their own workers. “s for musi-
cians, travel arrangements were made by con-
cert agencies and therefore artists were able to 
enjoy the privilege of visiting the remote re-
gions.63 Moreover, Estonians also performed 
in holiday resorts on the coast of the Black 
Sea or in the cities of Central Asia. The best 
artists like Anne Veski, Fix or Magnetic Band 
were in some rare cases able to perform in oth-
er socialist countries or friendly African and 
American states like Cuba, Zambia or Zimba-
bwe.64 Depending on personal contacts within 
the concert agencies, many artists developed 
a certain regional focus: While Apelsin never 
performed in Central Asia then Fix was rarely 
seen in the Caucasus and the paths of touring 
Estonians often did not cross at all.
A serious motivating factor for touring the So-
viet republics was of course money. As men-
tioned above, according to the centrally ixed 
tarifs performers always received the same 
salary independent of the length of the con-
cert and audience numbers. Touring actively 
and performing several times a day, high cat-
egory musicians were able to earn substantial 
amounts of money. Avo Ulvik, who toured 
Russia for a long period explains that in Es-
tonia as a professional musician on an Esto-
nian Philharmony payroll he earned one hun-
dred rubles a month whereas during the tours 
he earned nearly 700 rubles, i.e. seven times 
more.65 Moreover, additional income was 
earned with illegal performances in clubs and 
private parties or at unoicial unregistered or 

63  Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon, p. 171.
64  E.g. Salumets, Rockrapsoodia, p. 238.
65  Rinne, Laulev revolutsioon, p. 172.
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khaltura) concerts where local cultural workers 
split the proit of the evening with the artists. 
Rock singer and drummer Gunnar Graps or-
ganized several tours where most concerts 
were khaltura.66 Apart from the music, Estonian 
artists found other possibilities to make mon-
ey. Rein Lang tells that touring artists made a 
proit from the Soviet shortage economy by 
bringing along fashionable clothes and other 
commodities from Estonia and selling them in 
remote Russian towns.67 Very often when Es-
tonian artists performed in closed industrial 
cities they were able to obtain imported goods 
like Finnish boots, etc. These were purchased 
in large quantities and brought back to Esto-
nia to sell on the black market.68 It is generally 
agreed that by intensive touring one was able 
to earn enough money to build a house or pur-
chase a car.69 
Last but not least, it was important to be part 
of the large scale show business, to perform for 
huge audiences. Anne Veski recalls: “In Russia 
you feel like a star. In Estonia you are just a 
singer.”70 Artists of the Estonian invasion per-
formed on a level that was unthinkable in Es-
tonia. A major part of the Fix folklore were the 
concerts in Omsk where the band performed 
twice a day each time for 20,000 people. Anne 
Veski’s biggest concert drew 36,000 listeners.71 
The experience of performing in front of a 
huge mass of people makes the artist emotion-
al even today, two decades later. “You know 
what is the biggest kick? You lip your ingers 
and ,  people lip their ingers. Then you 
say Oooo!  and ,  people repeat it , told 
Alari Madisson. Huge concerts were accompa-
nied by life in luxurious hotels, fancy cars and 

66  Ibid., pp. 152-3.
67  Ibid., pp. 156-7.
68  Ibid., p. 181.
69  Ibid., pp.  .
70  Ibid., p. 182.
71  Ibid., p. 160.

the worship of fans. This all built an emotion-
al link with the Russian music scene and the 
country itself, an afection that several artists 
felt even when we recorded interviews.

Conclusion

In February 2010 Estonia was embroiled in a 
small scandal. The president of Estonia sent 
an invitation to “nne Veski to atend a recep-
tion in honor of the anniversary of the Esto-
nian Republic. During the reception the diva 
was supposed to receive a medal of honor. 
However, Anne Veski turned down the invi-
tation because she was booked for a series of 
concerts in Russia. As she explained, contracts 
were signed six months ago and there was no 
possibility to change the dates. The Estonian 
social media was full of angry comments that 
accused Anne Veski of unpatriotic behavior. 
Anne Veski is currently the only Estonian 
artist actively performing in Russia. In 1993 
managers of former famous Estonian bands 
organized a meeting with representatives of 
a Russian show business irm in Moscow s 
Estonian embassy, with the aim to restore the 
former fruitful relationship. It turned out to be 
a iasco. The time was over and Russian pro-
moters were no longer interested in Estonian 
artists.
It is surprising that the second smallest Soviet 
republic by territory and the smallest by size 
of population left such a lasting legacy on So-
viet and post-Soviet culture. The period of the 
Estonian invasion was short and the number 
of singers and groups limited, but the artists 
and songs are still remembered in many for-
mer Soviet republics. The popularity of Esto-
nian artists ofers a possibility to look behind 
the state controlled media and concert orga-
nizations. The Estonian invasion was not only 
the outcome of the individual ambitions of the 
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musicians, but closely related to changes in 
the larger political and cultural seting. With 
a closer reading it appears that Soviet culture 
and its structures were not so strictly con-
trolled and manipulated by the state, but full 
of contradictions and ambivalence. First of all, 
the methods and policies of the Soviet cultural 
and media institutions were not only ideologi-
cal. Behind the slogans of educating the mass-
es and inluencing people s political views ex-
isted a culture industry with the aim to make a 
proit and reach a bigger audience by ofering 
a wide range of entertainment. For that pur-
pose Estonian music was the substitute for the 
existing “imaginary West”. Artists were not 
subordinated to strict control that determined 
their appearance and music, as is believed. It is 
apparent that musicians were able to manipu-
late oicial regulations and pursue their own 
interests, whether musical or inancial. The 
agency of performers and mercantile politics 
of the Union of Composers, philharmonies or 
TV stations demonstrate the “deeper paradox” 
of Soviet life, the multiple sides and layers of 
Soviet culture. The paradox becomes deeper 
considering that most artists who were popu-
lar in the Soviet Union participated as leading 
igures in the Singing Revolution of the s, 
recording several important patriotic songs. 
I believe that the analysis of the Estonian mu-
sical invasion helps us to understand how the 
presumably highly regulated and centrally 
controlled Soviet society functioned on an un-
oicial level. In the early s, after the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union, there was a short 
debate about whether the Soviet Union can be 
discussed in terms of the existence of civil so-
ciety or not. In this discussion, anthropologists  
 

introduced a broader deinition than political 
studies scientists.72 A civil society in socialism 
means that people were able to ind spheres  
where they were able to make their own de-
cisions and manipulate or question oicial 
ideologies and practices. As it appears, Soviet 
people and institutions had developed a wide 
range of strategies and practices to follow in-
terests other than building socialism. Besides 
implementing the social plan, concert organiz-
ers were interested in proits, artists in money, 
glamour and fame. The complexity of the brief 
period of the Estonian musical invasion can 
help us to contemplate the nature of Soviet so-
ciety and its structures beyond the spheres of 
music and culture.
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